
Transmission fluid filtration

The SMART Alternative.
High-performance transmission fluid filters for 
modern automatic transmissions in OE quality.

www.hengst.com

If you have further questions, or if you are looking for suitable filter applications, 
just send an email to aftermarket@hengst.com – we will be pleased to contact you!

Hengst SE
Nienkamp 55-85 | 48147 Münster, Germany 
Tel.: +49 251 20202-0 | aftermarket@hengst.com

Search conveniently, 
find immediately. 

In the parts trade and in the workshop, employees often 
lack the time to search for suitable spare parts without 
a certain degree of stress. Currently Hengst offers 
more than 2,600 types of filters online. In spite of the 

broad variety, everything is clearly arranged: With the 
modern Hengst Online Catalog it is a simple matter to 
find the right filter and the nearest dealer, thanks to the 
integrated route planning.

In the online catalog or with the app.

The Hengst Online Catalog App: Click here to go directly to the online catalog:
www.hengst-catalog.com



Transmission fluid filters for 
modern automatic transmissions.

Efficient transmission fluid filters 
for greater driving comfort.

Modern automatic transmissions reduce CO2 emissions and they constitute 
a central element of driving comfort and driving pleasure. Transmissions 
can only deliver in these areas, if optimal cooling and wear protection of the 
sensitive components are ensured.

The increasing requirements imposed on modern automatic transmissions, 
but also the desire for driving pleasure and driving comfort, necessitate the 
use of highly-efficient filters.

The number of passenger cars with automated man-
ual transmissions (AMT), double-clutch transmissions 
(DCT), and continuously variable transmissions (CVT) is 
steadily increasing. This trend opens up new opportuni-
ties for transmission fluid filtration in the service parts 

market. Hengst filters in OE quality meet these chal-
lenges; they have been developed to ensure maximum 
wear protection and optimum transmission function 
under all operating conditions.

The purity of the transmission fluid is essential for the 
service life of the individual components: If the degree 
of contamination or abrasion is excessive, the reliability 
of the sensitive transmission elements is at risk.
Only clean fluid prevents wear without compromising 

efficiency and comfort. Our solutions for intelligent 
transmission fluid filtration offer minimized differential 
pressure at appropriate levels of particle separation 
efficiency.

Worldwide development of new registrations by transmission types
Manual Automatic
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Automatic transmissions are becoming increasingly significant worldwide. The Hengst product range covers 4,200 vehicle models and it is continuously being expanded. The scope of 
delivery meets the specifications of the OE manufacturer. By the way, we also offer the right transmission fluid.
Ask your Hengst field sales representative.


